In order to d erive a result s u ch a s t he Alpern-Schneider theorem characterizing safety a n d liveness properties of concurrent program executions, it is shown that all that i s n eeded is a _-preserving m ap ' between complete Boolean algebras. Every property becomes a conjunction of a safety and a liveness property a n d safety properties can be characterized by sets of con gurations that are to b e \ a voided".
Introduction
It is well known 4] t hat t emporal properties of concurrent programs in general display two aspects: A safety aspect expressing t hat \nothing w i l l g o w r o n g" and a liveness aspect asserting t hat \ s o m ething d esired will eventually happen". This imprecise observation was rst made precise in the w ork of B. Alpern and F.B. Schneider 1] w h ere convincing f o r m al de nitions of liveness and safety were given and i t w as shown that e v ery property is a conjunction of a safety a n d a liveness property.
M. Rem in 5] s h ed new light o n t he a bove m entioned theorem, mainly by de ning an equivalence relation on properties so that s a f e t y properties are in 1-1 correspondence with t he equivalence classes and progress properties are precisely the m embers of the equivalence class to which True belongs. The t opological closure operator (the closure of a is written a) used in 1] w as give n a c o n c r e t e de nition, so safety p r o perties could be understood as those properties P with P = P.
In this article we t ake u p t he t he t heme again, initially placing i t i n a m o r e a bstract setting. The t heorem become s a r e s u l t a bout a _-preserving m ap between two _-complete Boolean algebras. The a p plication of the t heorem to t he AlpernSchneider case is immediate, but w e also present a s e c o n d a p plication which yields a new Alpern-Schneider type result suitable for transition systems whose behaviours are described in terms of properties of the (one-step) transitions : Replacing \liveness" by \progress", we obtain that e v ery property i s a c o n j u nction of a progress property a n d a safety property.
In our second t heorem we s h ow t hat safety properties are precisely the p r o perties de nable by a set of \con gurations" that a r e t o b e a voided. Safety properties are closed under nite conjunction.
In our proofs we get by without n eeding t o s h ow P _ Q = P _ Q as is done in 5]. This property is in fact false in our second a p plication.
Main Results
Let B 1 and B 2 be _-complete 1 e is actually the largest element whose '-image avoids u. A careful analysis of the proofs shows that w e only require that B 1 is a _-complete a n d complemented modular lattice. B 2 must be a _-semilattice for theorem 1 and a complemented lattice for theorem 2.
Our original proof of theorem 2 assumed that ' was onto. M. M uller noticed that t his assumption was not necessary. He also contributed the following corollary :
Corollary 1 Safety elements are closed under nite conjunctions. Elements o f B 1 are called properties. A liveness property then is a property that admits e v ery possible partial execution, and a safety property is a property that i s m aximal with respect to a given set of allowed partial executions.
Theorem 2 states in this connection that safety p r o perties E are those properties that can be given by a s e t U of disallowed partial executions. (x y) , 9 i 2 ! : ( x y) = ( i i+1 ) : For P A ! let '(P) = (x y) 2 A 2 j 9 2 P : ( x y) : Note t hat p r o perties allowing all possible one-step transitions are usually called progress properties. In our notation : P A ! is a progress property i 8x y 2 A 9 2 P : ( x y) .
In the p r e s e n t s e t ting, with B 1 and B 2 the p o wersets o f A ! and A 2 , a n d t he above _-preserving m ap ', t he liveness elements g i v en by t he a bstract theory correspond t o t he progress properties as de ned above. The safety elements correspond t o t hose properties that can be de ned by a s e t F of forbidden state-successor pairs. This, however, amounts t o forbidding all nite pre xes containing a pair from F, so every safety element is also a safety p r o perty i n t he usual sense. Therefore we g e t :
Theorem 3 Every property is a conjunction of a safety property and a progress property.
This application seems particularly relevant for transition systems whose logical calculus is based on properties of single transitions. In UNITY, 3] for instance, properties are based on Hoare-triples fpg s fqg where p and q are rst order properties and s is a transition, given by a multiple conditional assignment.
Safety properties are derived from the basic temporal property unless, w h i c h is de ned by quantifying o ver all statements s in a program P: To s h ow T h eorem 1 we n o w u s e t he same d ecomposition as 1] a n d 5 ]: Given any e 2 B 1 , t hen using (i) and t he m o d ular law 2] :
e^(e _ : e) = e _ (e: e) = e: e is a safety element from (iii), and e e from (ii), so from (v) : e _ : e e _ : e = 1 B1 , is a progress element.
Proof of the o r e m 2 : We n eed two further properties for arbitrary a 2 B 1 and u 2 B 2 :
(vi) a = W fx 2 B 1 j ' (x) ' (a)g, a n d (vii) a = W fx 2 B 1 j '(x) ug ) a = a . Proof of the Corollary : e 1 and e 2 are safety elements, so by t heorem 2, e 1 = W fx 2 B 1 j '(x) u 1 g and e 2 = W fx 2 B 1 j '(x) u 2 g. I n p a r t icular, '(e 1 ) u 1 and '(e 2 ) u 2 . Since ' is monotone, '(e 1^e2 ) '(e 1 )^'(e 2 ), hence '(e 1^e2 ) u 1^u2 and e 1^e2 W fx 2 B 1 j '(x) u 1^u2 g : Conversely, if '(x) u 1^u2 then x e 1^e2 , s o e 1^e2 = W fx 2 B 1 j '(x) u 1^u2 g, and b y t heorem 2 this is a safety element.
Conclusion
We h ave w orked out t he m athematical setup that is required to d erive a r e s u l t in the s t yle of the Alpern-Schneider theorem characterizing safety a n d l i v eness. We h ave arrived at a more general result t hat directly yields the m entioned theorem, but t hat also broadens its a p plication to transition systems whose temporal properties are given by properties of (one-step) transitions. In that case safety properties are those properties de nable by a set of allowable state p a i r s (a t a t+1 ) or, equivalently, b y a s e t o f s u ch forbidden pairs. Progress properties are properties allowing each s u ch possible pair, and e v ery property i s a conjunction of a safety property a n d a progress property.
